The paper will try to give an analysis on the WCC document, *Together towards Life (TTL)* from the point of view of the eastern orthodox theology of mission from Romania. Being a document produced by an ecumenical missiologist collective, including the orthodox, it is important to evaluate its relevance for the Orthodox world. Therefore, the paper will analyzed some notions key, such as: “transformative spirituality”, “ecological crisis”, “mission in a secularized world”, “ecumenical missiology” in order to give some insights from Romanian orthodox missiology and to show in what manner the new paradigm of mission propose by TTL, can be assumed by the orthodox communities. For achieving the aims of the paper I will look of these key terms to the lens of Patristic Tradition, and I will compare their understanding from different contexts with that one from Romanian. The result of the research paper will illustrate the relevance of TTL for the orthodox theology of mission and practice, but in the same time will indicate my opinion related to same aspects in which TTL give no sufficient grasp. As a general outcome, the paper will show the actuality of the missionary paradigm developed in WCC document for the ecumenical context, as well as for the eastern orthodox world.